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ORAL HISTORY PROJECT

INTERVIEWEE: Herman B. DeCell

INTERVIEWER: Barbara Allen

SUBJECT; practice

Date: February 20, 1980

BA:

HD

•HD

HD

I was looking over that transcript this morning. One of the
things you were talking about how your father had encouraged
you to go to law school and you said that when you were a kid
you^-when you were a youngster you used go down to the court
room and watch some of the trials and you said that we had
some pretty interesting trials here in Yazoo City. Can you
remember some of those and describe some of them?

Not enough to know exactly what^^I remember one that dealt
with the incompetence of a person, but I would have to go back
and look a little bit more. It was a Mr. Ross and I can't even
remember his name. It involved property in the oil field dovm
here and the question as to whether he had been competent at
the time that he mortgaged his land and lost it. They later
discovered oil on it. It was one of those things and 1.^.1
remember being at that one and, let me think. They had a
high powered lawyer from Houston, Texas, here that was repre
senting one of the oil companies and he v/as quite impressive.

BA: Were there a lot of law suits associated with the discovery
of oil?

Yeah. unhum. Quite a bit. And^litigation. It V70uld be
something I would have to find out. I don't remember enough
about that one that would be of particular note here—^but
it's —^because I just remember that they were describing
this gentlemen's eccentricities in the testimony, (laugh)

BA: Do you remember what any of those were?
said about him?

What kind of things they

No. I really dont. I just remember we sort of chuckled about
it. There were two or three of us who went there to listen to
the testimony and I didn't get enough of the continuity of
the thing. This was a trial that probably lasted three or four
or five days and I wouldn't have been there long enough to get
the whole thrust of the thing from the beginning to the end

•so I probably wouldn't be able to give enough of interest.
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Were there people who regularly went to listen to trials?

See, I don't know. I was only a teenager then—.diet's see I would
have been about probably 15 or 16 years old at the time that
this came about and I probably didn't pay as much attention—,—
I wasn't aware of other people around. I was just interested
in seeing a trial so as to whether other people were there.
I'm sure there would have been others but I just don't know

Are there now?

Not too often. We rarely get people «..with television and other
competition of the media .-...not many people sit in on trials...
watch them. Once in a while somebody, of course, they are all
public, but I rarely do people come up there. Spectators.
Of course the litigants are there and witnesses, but not just
spectators who have no involvement.

That's interesting that you should mention television. Do you
think it was at one time a real spectator kind of

I think so. ^ Yeah. I gathered that. Before the days of radio
and television that people had not as much opportunity for
entertainment so that they went to the courthouse and watched
so --I'm not sure I have enough input to enlighten you.

BA: Well, I was just wondering since you said there was in interesting
trial if you could recall any.

HD: Well, I really don't.

BA: Were there any real sensational trials, murder trials or other
criminal cases?

HD: I don't recall. Not any that I watched. Now we have had some
sensational criminal cases here and I don't know who could talk
about this one. Sadly one of the people who was on the jury^ —
there was a very famous case that was tried here on a change of
venue from Hinds County, A fellow named Dulaney was involved
in the Bilbo regime was tried for bribery or attempted bribery
and it was so sensational that they had a, even in those days
a limited communication, that would have been about 1910 or 1912
along in there, and it --there was a change in venue from Jackson,

I  Hinds County to Yazoo County and it involved a lot of political
ramifications and I remember they _some of us were chuckling
about it because the person who tried—-it was really a politically
oriented trial and it turned out that there was six jurors
on one side and six jurors on the other who actually sat and
one of those just died within the last seven or eight years probably
and it is too bad we couldn't have gotten—,.»I'm glad you're getting
these things now, but he could have given some insight into that
trial. I'm trying to think if there's anyone else around here
that we know of that might have sat on that trial because it

famous in Yazoo County. If-,let me make

Mr myself to see if I can find out. -This was a
T\ult IT ^ didn't know enough about-^
abour existence, but I didn't know enoughappened to be in the office. I was doing some legal

i'j i
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HD: Cont.

work for him. He was an old, old man and at the time our
senior partner, that gentleman there, who died in 1971, said
at that time, sort of jokingly mentioned that there were six
Vardaman yurors and six Percy jurors. Those were the political

the jury I'm trying to remember whether
they had a mistrial or whether they convicted„.but anyway, let
me find out and I may be able to supplement this because it
IS something that ought to be commented on somewhere
and I 11 see a. the date and maybe the result and if some of the

living because it would be 70 years from now
68 maybe and this gentlemen was about 90 years old, but he was
interesting. He had a phenomenal memory because he came in for
me to do some legal work for him and I was doing and I said I

the legal description of the property and he said.
Oh, that won t be necessary because it's the southeast quarter
of section 23 and the west half of the southwest quarter of
section 24 and so on and recited this rather lengthy legal

sort of blink because not many people have

Ok 1??^ recollection, certainly not advanced years but he did.Ok, let me follow up on this, and I'm really. I could make some
brief comments about it if you think it would be interesting

r. recollection is so hazy and fuzzy about it thatI would probably sound more unreliable and more.«^

You say that was before your time?

in'tha^ran^; 1910 or 1912point or maybe 1914 and I have just heardIt mentioned since that time by other people, by thatoL

books^'aiso the historypooKs also. But maybe not so much of the little intere^k-i nn
political line up there but let me find Surr^itllf

of in^e^sf "P ^ something
You-ve gofyoufqu^stLns?''"" thinking about that„^

lasrhL^°^ do ^"^^tions, yes. One of the things that we mentioned
goiL io '^on't whether you remember it or not,but we were
he^e f lawyers who were practicing
have fnlrq came and the kinds of stories that people mighttold about them or what kinds of legal characters were there.

think. There were some older people here. We

manv sort of an unusual person, because not'  -e were not many lav;yers. I might comment on that.

BA: All right.

BA

HD:

:BA:

HD

M

V*

HD:

peoplerLr°f«^''^^'^ ^ because see there are still
street hL ^i^ht across the
one of'the stor^^" of our Bar Association and
disparaging and of the chucklings in a little bitbut not quitra. i ^ will be humorousquite as disparaging. She had this old, old typewriter
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HD:cont.

She didn't have a secretary. She did her own typing. And her
deeds, her legal instruments were atrocious and partly because
of the typing quality that she did, but mainly because of that
awful typewriter, that old, old. It was one of the first typewriters
See they didn't get typewriters until the early 1900's and I
think she must have had one of the first that and she was
still using it in 1950 when I started practicing law and she
was—,.-the way these papers would come out sometimes she would
interline things and put things in the margins and there were
just all kinds of funny stories about her. And one of our fellow
lawyers said, was looking at one of these instruments on the
records, now they are photostated, at one time they were retyped
at the courthouse, now they are photostated so you get just as
in the original and he looked, and in a moment of anguish trying
to decipher what she had said in this particular instrument
and he looked up and said, "You know. Miss Ruth marked deeds
like a white-faced bull marks a white-faced calf.'!

HD

'BA

iHD

(both laugh)

So that's the kind of thing —.^I don't know how you put that
down. But I don't know of any real characters. It would probably
be somebody older than I to remember because when I came along
thirty years ago there were some older la^-Tyers, but I don't think
that there were any that you could call characters except this
Miss Ruth that I might comment on. Is somebody already commented
on her? Do you remember any?

No, Nobody has talked about her as far as I know.
How long did she practice, do you know?

No. That's something that I don't really know. I would guess.
She was one of the first admitted to practice, first female to
practice law in Mississippi. And I would guess that she practiced
forty or more years. She did not go to law school, I'm thinking
that she probably went through the apprentice route. I'm sure
she went to undergraduate college, but I think she probably did
not go to law school.

BA: Explain that. How someone could be admitted to the bar
without going to law school.

IhD: All right. Across the years one of the avenues to become admitted
I  to the bar is what is called "read law," reading law-*...! may have

commented on this,

IbA: No, you didn't.

HD.

w
7'i ;/•

m:'

Ok, One of the ways to get to be admitted to the bar is to be an
apprentice to a lawyer who is already liscenced and then that
lawyer trains a person. You file a statement with the Board of
Bar Examiners and they have grant approval, but basically what it
is, is a person just gets on the job training and then he takes
the Bar Examination. Mississippi has had that until just recently

' ̂1
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cont.

and we are just in the process of abolishing it. Not many people
have gone that avenue because the success ratio in passing the
Bar has not been too good, but, we have in times gone by had some
very able and outstanding lawyers who did that, particularly
before the days that law schools became so wide spread and readily
accessible. And as a result, when the Bar would get down to
debating what should be done, there would be a lot of criticism
and saying, yes, and if we do away with the apprentice route we
would keep out the Abraham Lincolns and so and so who were all
successful lav/yers who never went to law school a day in their
life. So the idea of keeping the open door, the avenue has been
has prevailed until just this past year, 1979, and it is being
phased out, I think anybody who was not enrolled as of July 1,
1879, I think that was the last date you could get in. And I
think probably very few states permit that now.

3A: I haven't ever heard of that.

!
dD: Well, some states did and many states did for a long time, and
^  across the years more and more the law has become more complex
;  the possibility that somebody could learn that way has been

measurably reduced because it would be hard for a person, rather
time consuming and «^course a person would get a lot of
practical, first hand experience. On the other hand, they
would miss a lot of the, well just whatever it is we get in
the classroom experience.

3A: Theoretical background. So she^ -

iD

3A

3A:

I think she came through that way. If you think it would be of
interest to put on tape this, I could call and get my recfillection
refreshed from her nephew. Have you got enough other things
you want me to comment on? Or do you think that would be?

I probably should have told you what I was going to ask you
when I called you last week to make the appointment. But

That's all right.

One of the things that I wanted to get on tape was stories that
reveal people's personalities and character. The kinds of things
that just aren't reflected in written records. And so anything
that you can tell me about people who used to practice here
I do have other questions so we might leave that for another
time, I *m glad you mentioned her.

Let me, let me
on Miss Ruth.

^..I'll check on this other thing, I'll check

I have a real broad question that I want to ask you. And that is
Let me talk a little bit first about what I'm trying to do
in the oral history tapes that I'm making and that is I'm trying
to focus on changes that have been taking place and so I want to
talk to people who have been working at whatever they do for
a good long period of time in Yazoo to find out about what kind
of changes they think are important. Now the general question

I• \l A(l<.
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BA

HD

cont.

I want to ask you is what kinds of attitudes do people in Yazoo
County have toward the law in general and if you could compare
how they feel about it now versus how they felt about it when
you began practicing here or what you can remember from growing
up here and let me give you some specific examples. Did they
see law enforcement officers, for instance, as interfering in
their private affairs. Did they welcome those kinds of people
or did they sort of think of them as heavy handed. Did they
have a positive attitude toward the law in some cases and a
negative attitude toward the others. Was it a consistent point
of view. I'm just interested in what you have to say about that.

Unhuh- I don't know of a whole lot of change. think««
I'm a little hesitant to generalize on this because it
is just my own interpretation and perception and I'm not sure
how accurate this is because I have/discussed it with m

not

many people. How many people will share this view? But my
basic feeling is that we have more respect for law enforcement
personnel today than we did say thirty years ago for several
reasons. Number one, we are able to attract and get a better
kind of person in law enforcement and we are able to do that
because we are able to pay more. The compensation is considerably
more per centage wise than just the cost of living in this
last time, and the rewards are much greater. There are so many
better training programs. For instance, there is the FBI
Academy. We have a Law Enforcement Officer's Training Academy that the
State of Mississippi sponsors paid for by the tax payers that
most of our law enforcement officersattend. They have a lot of
federal assistance through the Law Enforcement Assistance Program
that's called Criminal Justice Planning now, in which they get
equipment and things like radios and just a host of law enforcement
aids, crime detection, materials, and for instance, in drug
abuse we can send law officers here to special training programs
to learn how to identify a particular drug, to learn about
the drug traffic and that sort of thing. And then, another thing
has come about. We now have in Mississippi a succession in the
Sheriff's office. The Sheriff is the chief law enforcement
officer. This has a strong commitment to local law enforcement.
We have never had a state police force. In very rare occasions
in our history and when we did it was only in an emergency
situation and was promptly done away with. We don't have anything
like the state police. V7e have the Highway Safety Patrol that's
been strictly limited in jurisdiction to traffic control on
the highways. - Now they can apprehend criminals on the highways,
but they have no general police powers at all. Now, then,
Mississippi had a tradition of some fear of .——of a strong
police force and I'm not sure 1 haven't compared with other
states and I don't know exactly when and where that came into
our history. We had certain things that we borrowed from the
original thirteen colonies in our Constitution of 1817. We had
a Governor of rather restricted powers and even to this day
the Governor's Office is still restricted in Mississippi, but
in our early constitution is was restricted because the early
colonial, thirteen states, had pretty strong restrictions
because they still had underlining resentment from the colonial
Governors, the royal Governors, so that came over into Mississippi.
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HD: cont.
because they still had some underlining resentment from the
colonial Governors, the royal Governors that were appointed
so that came over into Mississippi and then in terms of law
enforcement, we would not let a sheriff succeed himself
period until about, about 10 or 12 years ago. We had a referendum
and what happened was that you got a lot of job training
and a person would learn to be sheriff about the fourth year
of his term of office and then out he'd go and in would come
some farmer or some retail merchant or somebody who really
knew very little about law enforcement. At that time we had^
the office of tax collector combined with the office of sheriff
so the sheriff served as the chief law enforcement officer
and tax collector and the money from the . . .from collecting
taxesoaid his compensation as sheriff and so,^but ' still
there was this abiding fear of a sheriff gaining power and
therefore, he could not succeed himself. But as I say law
enforcement suffered to some extent. Now. .so vie had ̂ referendum
and amended the constitution and permitted the sheriff to^
succeed himself but with the stipulation that the dual offices
would be separated and the sheriff would be only the law
enforcement officer and I think that has helped law enforcem.ent
considerably.

It sounds like with training prograjris and modifications like
that, that the trend toward professional development.

HD: It i s .

:  And you say that has made a difference?

HD: I think so. Now I don't how many people -other .r-,-..I m sure that
is a generally recognized thing and another thing that we ve done
that is that we finally have
legalized liquor. And that is measurably helpful to law
enforcem&itit because prior to 1966 when we still had state-wide
prohibition on paper, we had just a ridiculous situation becausewe had said that the law was that it_was absolutely a violation
of the law to possess intoxicating liquor period. If you had a
thimble full, you were a criminal, anywhere in the 82 counties.
Well, it was so ridiculous that the legislature came along at
one point, I think in 1944, and said, well, if you do violate
the law and sell any commodity unlawfully, the state s^going to
tax it. So the tax began taxing the illegal sale of liquor.
And it was just a ridiculous situation and so that went along
for a long time and its a part of I've never been completely
clear in my own mind why we've_got thesesharp_demarcations.
Part of it is a religious sentiment, part of it is^geography
within the state. We have traditionally wet counties, this is
a wet county and always have been, always will be. Some of the
other counties , over particularly in the eastern part of the
state are dry counties. They are dry now and they always will
De , if you have a referendum. Some of them them didn't even
bother to have a referendum because they knew there was no need
^nd I think to this day they have not. Probably 75% of the

^op population live in a wet area and all the Gulf Coast areas have
always been wet. All the river counties have been wet and the
urban areas, like Hinds County. The problem that I was getting to
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HD: cont.

in the law enforcement area was that many sheriffs took pay-offs.
See and put every sheriff under a cloud. Either he was getting
a^pay-off or^he was getting credit for it. Now in some areas they
did the sensible thing, if you want to call it sensible, of-say
ing ' we\dori-lt want ' the sheriff to get it. We want you
bootleggers who are selling, of course, you pay your state tax
but we also want you to pay into the city treasury so much each month
And in one community they used the money to help support
the community hospital and

HD

3A: So the city got the pay-off ?

HD: The city got the pay-off instead of the sheriff. So those afe some
of the inconsistencies and irrational things. But, I think,
legalizing liquor to the point that it meant in those areas
where there was going to be liquor anyway, it would be regulated,
it would be taxed, it would bew..-there would be regulations
against the sale to minors, there would be regulation as to
hours, as to location, and that kind of thing that needs to be.
Whereas, if you are operating outside the law, you can sell
liquor to a 13 year old and if he comes in with the money, which

many of them did. I can't tell you that it has stopped that
but its certainly reduced it considerably and it^^it got
out this horrible side of corruption that existed.

BA: Did the sheriffs then spend considerable amount of energy on
breaking up stills or whatever or was that

He spent some time doing that on occasion before sort of for
publicity, for public relations. They'd get their picture in
the paper when they would conduct a raid on moonshine.
Now moonshine is still illegal because it's a violation of
state and fede'ral law because it's untax-paid. One of the
Qurious things is that when Mississippi legalized liquor, the
production of moonshine measurably declined because there was
another market available and there v/as "not the demand for

moonshine. I talked to one of the federal agents and I can't
remember the arithmetic right now, but their duties declined
tremendously after 1966, because weverybody knew where moonshine
was being produced. The biggest production was in Harrison
County which is one the Gulf Coast, that's Gulfport and Biloxi
some of the, probably the second beggest area was in .probably
in Holmes County, where people traditionally, which is just
northeast of us here, people had a long-standing traditonn
of making moonshine in a particular area and they had just done
it generation on generation. They did it and then we had
an area out in the south area of Yazoo County which was the same
way. It was just a-.,..a major home-grown industry, in which they
produced moonshine whiskey. And they had just done it for
100 or more years, but mow that declined enormously after
the legalization because it was
and I think it has pretty well dried up,

much a all now,

known fact at the time that it existed,
hhings. ,If we want to get into eome of
enforcement, that might be something I

I don't hear anybody
But it was generally
So those are some

those things on law
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BA: Well, let me give you another example of what I'm trying to
get at. When I was doing interviewing like this in Oregon
a couple of summers ago, this one manwwas trying to explain to
me how people felt about the law ,in that area and they were
in an extremely rural county and the county seat was at the
extreme southern end there was just one sheriff and he said
that people told the sheriff . (tape ends) .., in terms of
that kind of an attitude?

HD

yr. .
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BA

HD:

I don't think that we have had that much feeling about it.
And resentment or. resistence in outlying areas. I'm not aware
of that, except that I can see that in rural areas generally
the - their could be pockets of feeling., where' people felt
independent and maybe a little outside the
of the law. But^I can't think of any examples of that
not similar to kind that you mentioned there.

Not to local law enforcem.ent. Now I know ' pretty much in
terms of the^history of Mississippi as a state what its attitude
what the official atate lattitude has been toward federal
intervention and I was wondering if that was reflected on the
local

Of course. There's alv7ays been a long-time resistence to
federal authorities. I guess going back to 100 or more years
there.s been resistence to federali intervention. But we
locally, have rarely been involved in federal law enforcement
other than the moonshining and of course, occasionally, the
FBI would be here for theft of automobiles and that kind of
thing, but we have really not. I think we have not had much
contact with federal law enforcement.

Do people let me ask you this question. It might be something
that you can talk about, and you might now, I don't know.
A woman I was talking with yesterday said to me that she had
just heard there had been a lynching one time in Yazoo City
with a jail that was located over on Canal Street.

HD: I'm inclined to think that there was but I don't know enough
about it, I really. I'm in that same situation. I have
heard, but I someone else would have to tell you about that,
because I really don't know.

BA: Do you know who might?

BA

HD We can ask Harriet if they found out anything in the history
book research, I think maybe she could throw some light on it.
But I simply don't know. I'm in the same position. I've heard
that we've had them, but I have no personal knowledge. I
don't know any of the details or even the particular time
that it occurred. Because the jail must have moved from Canal
about at least in the mid-1930's, I would guess probably 34 or
along in there- f ^ ux

BA: Where was it located?

35
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HD: It v;as located at the corner of Canal and North Street, on the
southeast corner.

BA; V7hat happened to the building there?

HD: It was torn down, sadly. It was an old brick building v/ith
iron bars. It apparently had been built, I guess, around the
same time as the Courthouse was built and it the Courthouse
was built in 1872 and I imagine the jail had been built about
that time.

BA: Why was it so far away?

HD Probably because people don't particularly like to have a jail
close to residential area and Yazoo City, if it were closer to
the Courthouse area, it would be in a residential area. And
I'm thinking that's probably why they put it there because that
was the edge of town when it was built and that's probably why
they put it there. I'm just speculating, now.

BA: It just seems so strange to have it all the way over there.

HD: Yeah.

BA: One of the things that we started to ask you last time when we
were here was what your role was in the Civil Rights activities
that took place in Yazoo County.

HD: Well, I was, of course, as a local community citizen, in some
leadership in the local area, I would, well it's a little hard
to describe, in terms of - T think most responsible people
were concerned about the situation at the time and were concerned
that peace and harmony be maintained as far as possible. And
so, one of the things that was done here—our community had
tried to maintain good relations and one of the things we did
was that the Chamber of Commerce Education committee sponsored
the Community Action Agency that was authorized by the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and the Education Committee of
the Chamber of Commerce heard about the law and saw that it

was going to have a considerable impact throughout the country
and that if responsible people turned their backs on these various
programs, that there could be would opening the door for
mismanagement and abuse and that kind of thing and that on the
other hand, if responsible people would provide leadership and
guidance, then the programs could be properly administered
and they could benefit the entire community. So, the Education
Committee recommended to the Chamber of Commerce membership
and the an informal group, as an outgrowth of that committee
established Yazoo Community Action, which was the agency to
provide administration of various programs, such as. Head Start,
Neighborhood Youth Corps, the various work programs that are
now part of CETA legislation. Then, starting„ ..we had just a
group of volunteers vjho v/orked in the summer of 1965 and we
administered a Head Start program through the summer. We had
360 children in the program and it was highly successful. We
had a bi-racial board of directors. We had no staff hired
staff. We had a group of volunteers who were willing to work
and donate their time and then we had hired employees who

iKM
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HD: cont.

actually conducted the teaching of the program. And then
beginning in 1966 we were funded for a permament administration
that has continued to the present time. And we started out with
a modest program. That summer it involved about %50,000 and
today we administer programs of about $4,000,000. These programs
have been helpful in my judgement to show, first of all, that
people can work together, and for the benefit of all the
community and in the second place they have provided educational
opportunities, job opportunities, health care opportunities
and a host of other benefits in the services that are provided.
The program has reached throughout this county and has been
successful to the extent that this particular agency has been

!  asked to administer programs on a limited basis on adjoining
counties that did not have Community Action. But we've had
excellent support from them local governing bodies, from the
Board of Supervisors, the City council and the various civic
groups to provide support and encouragement because those groups
were aware that we had responsible leaders administering
the programs as opposed to some of the other areas where
there was not the leadership, the so-called involvement of the
establishment and, as a result, in some instances, the programs
not well administered and in some instance, the monies were
not properly expended or accounted for.

BA: That's one thing that I noticed about Yazoo County Community
Action Agency here . -It is very, it is highly visible. It
seems to be doing a really good job. Well, I wanted to go back
about 10 years earlier to that and ask you what the reaction
of the people was to the Brown Decision? in 1954?

HD; Well, when you ask what was the reaction of people, I assume you
are referring to white people.

BA: I mean everybody.

HD: I think it would be revealing that I am not aware exactly of
the black community because we didn't have too good communication
about these things at that time. I'm sure that there was
considerable support for the decision in the black community
and I'm sure that it was well received. On the other hand,
conversely, in the white community, there was a great deal of

I  anxiety and opposition and disagreement with the decision.

'BA: Did they form a Citizen's Council here?

HD: Yes. There was one that functioned here. It was perhaps not
exactly like some of the others that were to my knowledge
involved in peaceful expression of ideas whereas in other areas
it may have been otherwise.

BA: What kind of things?

HD Well, this particular group, for instance, strongly opposed
any organization of the Klan and went to great lengths to
urge citizens not to join the Klan, not to have anything to
do with it, and actively opposed it by newspaper articlL
and that sort of thing. The Klan never got very far in this

•i4l
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HD: cont.

county, fortunately, I'm sure there were some members but
not any active organization as there happened to be in other
areas, southwest Mississippi particularly.

BA: How do you account for that difference between this county
and other nearby areas?

HD That's something I've wondered about. Yazoo County is not all
that different from some of the surrounding counties, but
to the extent that we have had leadership here that, leadership
that's been willing to say that we've got to deal with these
problems in a responsible manner, that violence and terror
and disruption hurts everybody and to the extent that we have
had leadership that recognizes that I think our community has
been different somewhat different from some of our neighbors.

BA

HD:

Where does that leadership come from?

^'11

Well, part of it has been probably, I'm not really sure.
Part of it I'm sure is a reflection of the impact of the
leadership in Mississippi Chemical Corporation, for instance.
There are people who have been responsible there, who've had
experience working together there in a cooperative endeavor
and I think part of it has been there. I think the ministers
in the community have had some effect because they have been
able to emphasize the moral and religious aspect of these questions
So it's probably a combination of factors. I'm not sure.
We'll have to wait more on the passage of time to be able to
look back and be able to identify particular reasons why this
particular community has been somewhat different fromthe others.

•BA

HD.

Was there ever much Klan activity here? Or do you know?

There were just a . two or three cross burnings that have
come about but I'm not aware of much and I think at one time
there were some known members and I think the FBI had an inves
tigation underway at one time that indicated that there were a
few members here.

BA: SO that't fairly recently?

BD: No, that's twenty years ago, twenty, twenty-five.

BA: Well, when you talk about the FBI, I was thinking about the
Klan in the 20's.

HD: Yeah. You had asked me about the period since 1955. That's
what*I was I think probably there was some Klan members,

•  _ iQ^D'c:. hnt I don't think thai-
wiiau ± was -i- I , , '

I have heard, in the 1920's, but I don't think that was very
I don't think there were very many then. But I don't really know.

BA: I have1 have a couple more questions that are not exactly on the track,
that we have been talking about. Well, let me, just keep on this
track. I know quite a bit, because I have read about what
happened in Yazoo in integration of the public schools
became mandatory. But I a like to

'S;"'
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HD That was 1970;- January 1970.

BA: I'd like for you to talk about from the point of view of
your personal involvement in it and your assessment of what
the community said.

HD: All right. This came of course as a result of the US Supreme
supplementary decision that was rendered in the, I believe it
was some 34 school districts in Mississippi that were involved
about that time, 34 out of the 150 school districts and that
decision came in October or November of 1969 and probably
in October because the schools had to be merged immediately.
And which meant the second semester. A number of people here in
the community were concerned about the impact. I was a parent
at the time. I had three children in school and I was concerned
and many others didn't know exactly what course to follow.
And then, we realized that we ought to deal with the matter in
a responsible way and we were concerned that there should not
be an abandonment of the public school system by any means
and that parents ought to have a choice in terms of if they
wanted to keep their children in the public schools to have
a sound public school program available. If a parent wanted to
send a child to a private school that would be fine, too.
As a matter of choice, if they were willing to pay for it.
So, a group of parents and people in the community got together
in November and started talking about what can we do.

BA: Both black and white people?

HD

BA

HD

Yeah, well initially there were white people involved because
the immediate impact was going on the white community—the
most dramatic impact and the group was later expanded to include
black people But the initial concern that there not be a
massive white flight or abandonment of the public schools that
had come about in some neighboring communities. And so, as a
outgrowth of this initial group, many other people were in
volved and a public meeting was held at the Yazoo High School
in November, 1969, to explain the plan of merger that was
required bv the court decisions and about 800 or so citizens
turned up at that meeting and then it was arranged that there
would be visitation of the various schools where children were
to be moved and --the result was that parents did have a
Choice. Parents chose to enroll their children in private
schools. Many parents chose to keep their children in public
schools and it was a matter of personal decision as to what
each parent feltyfeas best for his or her child. But the result
was that here in this community there was a viable choice
and some parents chose to, as I say, to private school, butmrwl?ranrrchose to keep our children in the pubic school.

Can you articulate specifically what concerns people about
what integration meant to their kids.

Well people „-parents are always concerned about the welfare
of their children and in terms the school situation, parents
would be concerned that there w uld be a good quality educational
program that the quality of the academic program not be impaired
£ind that the child have a goo opportunity and in the school.

r:- -1- , .-v-;' ■ •
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HD:  that there be good discipline, that there not be threats of
violence that the child's safety not be respected and maintainedInd sS thosfLrthfkinds of things.. Then just the unknown,SO tnose . -r think, would make parents concerned,
the uncertainty of it, I through, because it was a
So those are the thing —- people had not previously
totally hew experienc in facing an unknown li."''-"

i^lpprLension and_ r'm_sure this

—  oxx.. ^ neoDle had not previously

totally hew experienc in facing an unknown like that
encountered. I think Lg^sion and I"m sure this is true
all parents would have app would be concerned that their
of black parents. Black pa .ygj-j^al or physical abuse or
children might be sub^ecte school. So those th:
harrassment or n>istreatment in school
cause for conern for all pa

are

cause for conern for all paj:^—-

ba

HD:

^A:

If.'■>; »''l

.1

.  have said to me was, or remarked
One of the things that peopie frienships
to me about was the ^^fec ^-elationships.
within the community and

Ko-hwpen public school and
I'm sure you mean the „g ^^^isions I know, but we
private school"^ There've been ^rents encouraged their^iivate scnooi. ^ think mosrp schools. know

•  f-ain friendships continue their friendshipschildren to always to conti
o encouraged ou ^^ose parents avoid any division

With those children ^^^ppuously reason of where a
private school an , would coit^o there's sometimes
or devieiveness enrolled would be in the public
child happens to ho a c child to the
It was interchange. ^ould would be moved from the
school and then paren A oh ^ think that's always
private school or vic sohooi- social lines of
Private school to the P divisic^f school. But I would
^ problem that there v; priva children
friendships between P hapP®^' _ personal decisionhope that that would n ^^%ause we thought it was the
go to a private school. teoau ^ ^^ere hethat his mother and I time. experience, ^
t'cst thing for hxm at t classroom view, if he had
needed to be in a smal ^ perso . would have had to be.Jd Koi. >■» rs;« « Eor'
remained in the t too tends to either^too

teacher which i ^^hat the on your own ^own Child. I'm tol^^^iiy too.ha^^ child ^ fpSsonal decision
rd or too easy» oU y, tha friendships in

ohose for two agai"' i,Id not affect nr
private school. But ag ^ould
thfu"® where'''''^' parents?rhe^ubiic school or the pai
r.7i T=.^-ionshiP come tension on both^tat about the re have be students felt

■t-hera ^ Jnf ^f private school^ think at one tr^e parent pare"^ think, conversely.
Ides. I think tinent ^"jiildren- ^ things about public

a little resent^ chi ^^ght har,^
students for remov j-gnts the P ^ things are to be

ome private schoo -j^g W go t a minimum in this®=hool parents i" scho^^^i^aap successful.
^^PPortlng the tri®''Jgnt ^
®^Pected and we , grpe ®
Community and to a 1
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vw^ „ concrete example. A number of years ago we had a
vote for a public school bond issue. Our public school urgently
needed expansion,physical facilities. We had had a long range
plan for some many years to build a new high school to

_  Y-=<-f-hpr than three and that called for aencompass four ^^thfpublic and private school patrons
vote, a referendum, and pu^
worked together on that We PP
the voters voted for the ^ three and a half

, fine new high s could not have been passed
million dollar projec . least a substantial part of
without the active suppo „|,.oq1 But, now, I couldn't tell
the patrons of the private ^ couldn't tell you that
you that they supported i it 100% because bond issues
the public school g^^iing in recent years. As you know,
generally have had tough ® ^ public bond issues on public
nation-wide, the track rec because of the problems that people
schools has not been too taxes and the amortization of
perceive in having to pay 9^^ example of how people
bond issues. So I mention .-^pther for a community.project
in the community have worked togetn
of that nature.

the Yazoo schools were integrated
NOW, it's been 10 years since pgj-spective on what has
and that gives enough time on the community,
happened and what kin o working?
How well do you think

worked very satisfactorily.
As far as I can tell, it h^s w been perfect by any
1 couldn't begin to tell y°" ^gg of the willingness and
means. But the transition, together, both black people
spirit of this community to wor demonstrated that
and whi?e people, to try to make^^^
there is good ^^^ssful. There are problem -f-
cS^feSectel, but overall -^^.Tmuch finer physical
has improved u'^toss the ^ams^ spectruS thatl ̂
Plant. we've g°t broa^^ gifted children. We've
lassroom °PP°t programs for audio-visual equipment
We ve got some good^P^^^.^^ ̂ ^ds ^ experience that has
got some marvelo ^he cla other end of the spectrum
that measurably enhan^ children- ^tjn^
greatly benefitte education ^ handicapped.
we We got some sP^, earning disab previously had just been
children who have uhildr^ ^ program. I think
We are reaching ^ ̂  streng . j think we have to
ignored. I think ^^^^gducational quality and oppor-
there's plenty of the . we've made a lot of
con+--5r^,.,-, 4-r^ cr-hrxve to -b ^ I tnin^

-y ° ^^^T^fhink we've "made a lot of
continue to strive but I ^^^j^ty-five years,
tunities of our oh twer^^^
progress over the 1^ ffects, what kind of social effects

-H T on^^ ^
^side from the educ
has it had? divisions that still exist,
T, , ^ -HbPre are some ^ overall there ism sure that ̂  ' ̂grstanding among all members
probably some wider j^gtter ^nu
better communioation/
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HD: cont. iH- of the ability now to communicate
of the community as communicate, to understand
that people are able to t , ^ thinking, we are
each other better. Its b —^

(buzzer sounds)
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